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Abstract An optimisation model is proposed for scheduling the decommissioning
of an oshore wind farm in order to minimise the total cost which is comprised
of jack-up vessel, barge (transfer) vessel, inventory, processing and on-land transportation costs. This paper also presents a comprehensive review of the strategic
issues relating to the decommissioning process and of scheduling models that have
been applied to oshore wind farms. A mathematical model using integer linear
programming (ILP) is developed to determine the optimal schedule considering
several constraints such as the availability of vessels and planning delays. As the
decommissioning problem is challenging to solve, a matheuristic approach based
on the hybridization of a heuristic approach and an exact method is also proposed
to nd near optimal solutions for a test-set of problems. A set of computational
experiments has been carried out to assess the proposed approach.

Keywords Scheduling · Oshore Wind Farm · Renewable Energy · Matheuristic
1 Introduction
The number of global oshore wind farms is increasing at a rapid rate. For example, the UK oshore wind industry has been gathering momentum over the
past decade with the UK Government commissioning three-phases of suitable oshore sites. In addition, they have provided a number of nancial incentives for
potential developers such as feed-in-taris and renewable obligation certicates.
As a result, the UK is the world leader in oshore wind energy with 1184 wind
turbines connected (4.049GW). With a further 5.2GW in the planning system and
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another 12.4GW under construction or having planning approval (some of which
is expected to be completed by 2020), it is estimated that there will be 10GW
operating by 2020 (Renewable UK, 2015). However, in order for the developers to
get the required consent, a detailed decommissioning programme needs to be submitted as part of their installation plans. Decommissioning is the last part of the
oshore wind farm life cycle which is estimated to be 20-25 years after installation.
For some of the UK Round 1 sites (e.g. Blyth oshore wind farm commissioned in
2000), decommissioning decisions will need to be implemented between the 2022
and 2027. The major purpose of this stage is to re-power or clear the wind farm
area. Even if a decision is taken to re-power the turbines, this will only postpone
the need for the eventual dismantling and processing of the wind farm components,
and the clearing of the site.
A wind turbine comprises three main components namely top-structure (tower,
nacelle, and blades), array cable, and sub-structure (foundation and transition
piece). To dismantle such components, heavy equipment such as jack-up and barge
vessels are needed. A jack-up vessel is a mobile platform with a buoyant hull
tted with a jib crane and a number of moveable legs which can be raised or
lowered to the sea bed. Based on the practical reality, these vessels are expensive
to charter and are limited in their availability. A barge vessel is a at-bottomed
boat used for the transportation of heavy goods. In the model, barge vessels are
always available. The availability of jack-up vessels and other factors causing the
delay (such as weather conditions) inuence the timing and performance of the
dismantling activities. A one-day jack-up vessel idle time will cause a signicant
nancial loss due the specialised nature, and hence high charter costs of the vessel
involved. For safety reasons, the dismantling process must be performed in the
period when a set of required weather conditions are met.
Figure 1 shows the scope of the decommissioning model considered in this paper. The components of the oshore wind turbines are dismantled using a jack-up
vessel. These components are then transported to the suitable decommissioning
ports using a barge vessel. In the ports, the components are stored and processed
by a machine (i.e. crusher). The processed components are then transferred into
recycle or dump/landll areas. The decommissioning ports are usually near to the
wind farm site and have a workshop area for preparing the components for recycling. In the proposed model, the recycling area is located in the decommissioning
port.
In this paper, we are investigating the decommissioning scheduling of an oshore wind farm in order to minimise total decommissioning cost, which includes
jack-up vessel, barge (transfer) vessel, inventory, processing and on-land transportation costs. The main contributions of this paper include:
i. a novel mathematical model of the decommissioning oshore wind farm scheduling problem.
ii. a novel matheuristic approach based on hybridization of a heuristic method
and an exact method for solving the scheduling problems.
iii. solutions for the West Gabbard (United Kingdom) wind farm site are proposed.
We propose a novel mathematical model and a novel matheuristic approach
for the decommissioning problem in oshore wind farm as to the best of our
knowledge, the model and its solution method have not been addressed in the
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Scope of decommissioning model

literature. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
a review of the decommissioning of oshore wind farms along with the scheduling
problem in oshore wind farms. Section 3 gives a description of the proposed model
along with a mathematical model of the decommissioning scheduling of an oshore
wind farm. Our proposed matheuristic approach including the set of algorithms
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives computational results using generated
data based on the West Gabbard (UK) oshore wind farm site. A summary of our
ndings and some avenues for future research are provided in the last section.

2 Review on the decommissioning of oshore wind farms
This review covers the process and legislation, costs and managing waste and
recycling. In addition, a review on scheduling problem in oshore wind farms is
also given.
2.1 Process and legalisation
Although there is little experience of the process, the decommissioning of an oshore wind farm is often assumed to be a reversal of the installation process:
removing the electrical infrastructure, the substation, removing the rotor, the nacelle, the tower, the transition piece, and (partially) removing the foundations. The
main purpose of the oshore substation is to house the electrical high-voltage and
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medium-voltage components for transforming power supplied by the wind turbines
for export to the onshore grid via the underground electrical cables. In fact, there
are a number of dierences between the installation and decommissioning process.
This includes the speed of the process, the planning time horizon, the engineering
precision required, the inventory type handled, the management of waste and the
necessity for on-going monitoring. In the installation process, there are two main
objectives that need to be optimised, namely installation completion time and installation cost. The ow of components is usually from a single installation port to
many points of the oshore turbine locations. While in the decommissioning process, the decommissioning cost is in the main concerned with the used components
transported from the many turbine locations to several possible ports. Compared
to decommissioning oshore oil and gas installations, or nuclear installations, wind
farm decommissioning is less complex with far less toxic materials to deal with.
While this is true in a general sense, there are still many complications to the process (Pearson, 2001). The following main oshore elements need to be dismantled:
Oshore wind turbines, foundations and transition pieces and substations. It is
envisaged that the foundation piles and the cabling below the sea bed (as well as
the scour materials) are likely to be left in situ at least one metre under the sea
bed due to the unacceptable environmental impact of removing them as well as
the extreme cost.
Legalisation has evolved over recent years and become stricter, particularly
in the area of mitigating the environmental impact of oshore installations by
reducing dumping, pollution and waste. The decommissioning of many oshore
wind farms is expected to be carried out in a legalisation framework with even
more stringent environment regulations in the future. In order to comply with
The Energy Act 2004 (DECC, 2011), the oshore wind farm developer is required
to submit a decommissioning plan prior to construction. As well as having to cover
areas such as scope and process, they are also required to provide details of exactly what will be decommissioned, the cost of decommissioning and an acceptable
nancial security to guarantee carrying out the work.
2.2 Costs
Given the limited experience of decommissioning oshore wind farms, estimating
the costs involved can be very dicult. In addition, it is expected that there could
be signicant changes in technology and legislation by the time decommissioning
is required which makes any estimate of the total costs even more dicult. If a
decision to re-power the wind turbines is made after 25 years, full decommissioning
may not take place for up to the lease period (which can be a maximum of 50
years). The cost of decommissioning is often based on the same variables as the
installation phase, but also involving the costs related to cleaning and clearing the
site as well as the nal elimination process. Kaiser and Snyder (2012) estimate
that the area encompassing an oshore wind farm could range 0.1-0.3 km2 per
MW and could contain a signicant amount of debris that has accumulated over
the previous 25 years and which needs to be cleared.
One such net estimate based on interviews with stakeholders is ¿40,000 per
MW using a 240MW wind farm as a model (CCC, 2010). This gure includes the
complete removal of the oshore wind turbines, including foundations and cables
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1-2 metres below the seabed, but does not take into account the pre-dismantling
surveys required, management of the waste and any post-monitoring that may
be required. It also does not include any further surveys or remedial work that
may be required in cases where the installation has not been fully removed and
where there is a possibility of remaining materials (e.g. cables or foundations)
becoming exposed over time, posing a risk to other users of the sea. From the
industryâs opinion, the dismantling cost is estimated at 3% of total cost of wind
farm (Januario et al, 2007) or 2.5% (CCC, 2010) assuming an operating lifetime
of 25 years. This followed on from an earlier estimate from Pearson (2001) who
suggested a cost between ¿34,000 and ¿38,000 per MW. The decommissioning plan
for Gwynt y Môr Welsh oshore wind farm adapted the CCC estimate which would
have given a total cost of around ¿23M. However, they increased their estimate
to ¿60M (almost triple the CCC estimate at ¿104,000/MW or ¿400,000/turbine).
This was as a result of the "signicant uncertainty that remains due to lack of
experience and a 20 year plus time horizon before actual decommissioning during
which market conditions, technology and environmental knowledge may change"
(RWE, 2011). However, no detailed breakdown of these costs was given in the
plan. More recently, the decommissioning of ve 2MW oshore wind turbines in
Sweden has an estimated cost of ¿80,000/MW (Vattenfall, 2016).
This large cost variation highlights the high uncertainty in the duration of
carrying out the decommissioning process. Lack of experience in decommissioning
oshore renewable installations increases the risk that developers are unable to
provide a fair and accurate valuation of these costs. If a two-year period is allowed
for the decommissioning process (as in the oil and gas industry), ample time is
available to develop a cost-ecient strategy. This would schedule as much of the
work in the summer months where there is likely to be less weather disruption and
charter the required vessels and personnel at the cheapest rates. Developing new
techniques may reduce removal costs over time in potential ways such as the use
of specic decommissioning vessels, methods for toppling turbines and methods
for removing copper from cables.
2.3 Managing waste and recycling
The environmental credentials of oshore wind energy are determined in part by
the way in which components and materials are dealt with at the end of their
life. The options available for oshore wind turbines can be summarised by the 5
Râs - reuse, repair, recycle, retire or remanufacture (Bradley, S., 2013). Unlike
in the oil and gas industry, the vast majority of the materials are inert making
any disposal or recycling a much easier process. If re-manufacture or re-powering
is not a solution for the wind turbine, then there is still a salvage value for many
of the materials contained within the various components. Some materials, such
as electrical cables or the steel from the platforms, can be sold, which implies a
nal income to cover part of the dismantling cost. As 90% of blades, the tower and
the nacelle can be recycled, it has been suggested that this salvage income could
oset a signicant proportion of the decommissioning cost (Stecky-Efantis, 2013).
However, the age and condition of many of the components of an oshore wind
turbine at the time of decommissioning, scrapping or recycling may only be viable
for certain components. The cost of decommissioning an oshore wind farm can be
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reduced by implementing ecient plans, which can be generated by optimisation
models. This paper presents a mathematical model along with its solution method
to produce an optimal schedule for decommissioning activities starting from wind
farm site until recycling or dump/land ll area.
2.4 Scheduling problems in oshore wind farms
Due to the dearth of dismantling scheduling research in an oshore wind farm,
this section presents an overview of past eorts at oshore wind farms focussing
on installation and maintenance scheduling problems.

Installation Scheduling Problem
Scholz-Reiter et al (2010) proposed a mathematical model (MILP) to generate
the optimal schedule for installation in order to reduce vessel operation times taking into account weather conditions. Based on their previous model (Scholz-Reiter
et al, 2010), Scholz-Reiter et al (2011) investigated a heuristic approach to solve
large installation scheduling problems with longer time horizons, multiple vessels
and a broader variety of weather conditions. Lütjen and Karimi (2012) studied
a simulation approach for determining the optimised conguration of a singleechelon inventory system for oshore installations of wind turbines. Ait-Alla et al
(2013) proposed a mathematical model dealing with the aggregated installation
planning problem in order to minimise the total installation costs for a medium
planning horizon. In the model, the chartering costs and weather operation constraints for dierent vessel types are taken into account. Ursavas (2017) studied
a benders decomposition approach for solving the oshore wind farm installation planning at the North Sea where a model that considers disruptions arising
from weather conditions is proposed. Recently, Irawan et al (2017a) proposed a
bi-objective optimisation model using a compromise programming approach. In
their model, the installation cost and the completion period of the installation are
considered as objective functions which are in conict with each other.

Maintenance Scheduling Problem
An opportunistic maintenance optimization model was proposed by Besnard
et al (2009) considering wind forecasts and corrective maintenance activities.
Peréz et al (2010), Byon et al (2011) and Peréz et al (2013) investigated discrete event-based simulation models of maintenance scheduling. A mathematical
model (MILP) was built by Kovacs et al (2011) to nd the best time for maintenance operations. Besnard et al (2011) proposed a model where uncertain weather
conditions are considered. Parikh (2012) developed a formulation of mathematical
model to optimise maintenance cost. Van Horenbeek et al (2012) quantied the
added value of a prognostic maintenance policy. Wang et al (2012) introduced
long- and short-term scheduling models for wind power integrated systems. The
maintenance scheduling model considering peak regulation pressure balance was
studied by Wu et al (2012). Zhang et al (2012b) proposed an optimal preventive maintenance scheduling model for minimising the overall downtime energy
losses. Zhang et al (2012a) introduced maintenance scheduling of large-scale wind
power considering peak shaving. Benmessaoud et al (2013) applied a simulation
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model for optimising a maintenance schedule which can be used for analysing the
inuence of maintenance on the performance of a wind farm. Dos Santos et al
(2013) developed a stochastic petri-net model for maintenance planning taking
into account the availability of vessels, crews and spare parts. Pan et al (2013)
introduced a long-term multi-objective optimisation model involving maintenance
scheduling, unit commitment and power output. Pattison et al (2013) studied an
integrated planning and scheduling maintenance method. Stålhane et al (2014) and
Dai et al (2015) proposed a model to obtain the optimal routes and schedules for
a eet of vessels that are to perform maintenance tasks at an oshore wind farm.
Camci (2015) investigated a method to schedule maintenance of geographically distributed assets (such as oshore wind farm) with failure probability predictions.
Irawan et al (2017b) proposed an optimisation model and a solution method for
maintenance routing and scheduling. This model determines the optimal schedule
for maintaining the turbines and the optimal routes for the crew transfer vessels
to visit the turbines along with the number of technicians required for each vessel.
Sarker and Faiz (2017) developed a model for wind turbine installation and transportation in an oshore wind farm to minimise the total cost where the eects of
wind farm and vessel parameters on cost are investigated. Recently, Barlow et al
(2018) proposed a mixed-method framework to address current oshore wind farm
installation projects. The framework benets the complementary strengths of two
decision-support methods namely discrete-event simulation and robust optimisation. The combined framework was applied to an installation case study located
in the North Sea to illustrate the application of the combined approach.
Based on the papers cited above and to the best of our knowledge, a mathematical model for decommissioning problem in order to minimise the total cost
has not been addressed in the literature. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the
integrated model for the decommissioning of an oshore wind farm to obtain the
optimal schedule of the jack-up vessel and the ows of components from wind
farm site to recycling/dump areas. The proposed model also considers the on-land
logistic system including inventory and transportation systems. As the decommissioning of an oshore wind farm can be considered as a reversal of the installation
process, the proposed decommissioning model benets from the installation model
that available in the literature (i.e. Irawan et al (2017a)). However, with dierent process and scope, developing a mathematical model for the decommissioning
problem in oshore wind farm is very challenging. In addition, as the nature of
the decommissioning problem is quite unique, a matheuristic is also designed to
solve the proposed problem. The proposed matheuristic is developed based on the
relaxed problem principle and an interchange heuristic.

3 Decommissioning Model of an Oshore Wind Farm
This section consists of three subsections where the rst one describes the decommissioning model of an oshore wind farm. The second subsection discusses the
procedure for generating feasible slots/schedule for jack-up vessels to dismantle
the turbines. A mathematical model using integer linear programming (ILP) is
presented in the last subsection.
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3.1 Description of the model
The objective function of the proposed model is to minimise the total cost of the
decommissioning activities of an oshore wind farm. In contrast to its counterpart the installation problem, the completion time of the decommissioning process
is not crucial. Therefore a cost minimisation model is developed. As array and
export cables are recommended to be left in situ, the model considers two main
components namely top- and sub-structures. The top-structure consists of three
sub-components namely blades, nacelle and tower whereas the sub-structure comprises of the foundation and transition pieces. The substations are not taken into
account as the number of substations in a wind farm is relatively small.
The dismantling of a wind turbine can be organised into a sequence of two
tasks where removing the sub-structure is a successor task to the top-structure
dismantling. A jack-up vessel is needed to dismantle these components. A jackup vessel may be used to perform both dismantling tasks. For example, if only
one jack-up vessel is used, that jack-up vessel will dismantle both sub- and topstructures. In this case, the jack-up vessel will remove the top-structures of a set
of wind turbines. Once all top-structures of the wind turbines have been removed,
the jack-up vessel will dismantle the sub-structures. In the case that more than
one jack-up vessel is used, oshore wind turbines can be dismantled using several
scenarios. For example, when two jack-up vessels are used, the rst scenario is
to assign one vessel to the dismantling top-structure task and another vessel to
the sub-structure one. The other possible scenario is to divide the wind farm area
into two areas where each vessel performs both tasks in its area. There are other
possible scenarios to dismantle the turbines. The proposed model will optimise the
best scenario to be implemented in dismantling a set of oshore wind turbines. The
use of a jack-up vessel can be switched from one decommissioning task to another
(e.g. sub-structure task to top-structure one). However, extra cost and time are
required for doing this. Therefore, in this study the length of the rental period
of a jack-up vessel to perform a decommissioning task must be greater than the
minimum hire period. For example, the jack-up vessel must be hired for at least 7
consecutive days to do a decommissioning task (βv = 7). Each jack-up vessel has
a dierent capacity to remove the turbines for each task. For example, a jack-up
vessel can remove 4 top-structure turbines within one day (αv,j = 4). Here, it is
assumed that the value of is integer and greater or equal to one.
Once the components have been dismantled (by a jack-up vessel), the subcomponents are transported to the port by using a barge/transfer vessel. The
model only considers the transportation cost of this vessel and assumes that this
vessel is always available when needed. The sub-components will also arrive to
a port in the period when they are dismantled. In port, the unprocessed subcomponents will be stored waiting to be processed (e.g. crushed) by a machine.
Here, we assume that the unprocessed sub-components need at least one day to be
stored. The processing cost and time for each sub-component is taken into account
in the proposed model. It is assumed that a sub-component requires at least one
day to be processed (πp,k ≥ 1) and the value of πp,k is integer. Note that the
machine at a port has a capacity constraint to process the sub-components. For
example the maximum amount of components to be processed by the machine is
set to 5 units per period (θp,k = 5). After the sub-components have been processed, they will be stored and then transported to dump or recycle areas. The
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model also takes into account the inventory cost for unprocessed and processed
sub-components, the capacity of the processing machines, on-land (truck) transportation cost and the capacity of dump/recycle areas (in tonnages). Note that,
as the recycling area is located in the port, there is no on-land transportation
cost for the recyclable components. The tower and foundation can be considered
as recyclable components whereas the blades and nacelle need to be transferred
to a dump (landll) area. We assume that trucks needed for transporting the
components are always available in ports and one unit component that has been
processed is transported by one or more trucks. The transportation time required
to transfer components from ports to recycling/dump areas is not considered.
Here, we only limit the amount of components that can be transferred from a port
to recycling/dump areas in one period. In the model, the salvage value obtained
from the recyclable components is not considered as the model presented treats
the percentage of components that are salvageable as a constant and hence the
salvage value will not aect the optimal scheduling decision made.
Figure 2 presents the main aspects considered in the model. The required information of the jack-up vessel is the rental cost per period, the xed cost of using
a jack-up vessel, the number of components (sub- and top-structures) that can be
dismantled per period, minimum hired periods and the availability per period. A
planning delay factor is also needed to determine whether the dismantling activity can be performed or not within a period. This delay can be based on one of
several potential foreknown occurrences such as port conditions, the availability of
non-vessel equipment, scheduled vacations or regulatory conditions causing sta
shortages, company policy and environmental concerns such as bird migratory
factors. The transportation cost of each sub-component from site to ports using
a barge/service vessel is required where the cost is usually based on the distance
along with the dimension and the weight of the sub-components. Here, it is assumed that a barge vessel is able to transport any type of turbine components
with dierent dimensions.
In ports, the space for storing the sub-components (unprocessed or processed)
is assumed to be unlimited as the area needed to store the components is relatively
small compared to the port area. Therefore, the storage capacity is not considered
in the model. Inventory (holding) cost to store a component per period is taken
into account as it may not be the same for each port. As sub-components need to
be processed before they are transferred to dump/recycling areas, the machines
for processing these components are located in the port. Here, the machine has
a limited capacity and the process may take several periods/days. Trucks are
required to transport the processed components from port to dump area. Each
port has a dierent maximum amount of components that can be transferred to
dump/recycling areas per period. This model also takes into account the capacity
constraints of dump and recycling areas (in tonnages). The following notations are
used to describe the sets and parameters of the proposed scheduling model.

Sets and indices
V : set of jack-up vessels indexed by v .
J : set of decommissioning tasks indexed by j ( j = 1 for top-structure and j = 2
for sub-structure).
Vj : set of jack-up vessels to perform task j , Vj ⊂ V .
T : set of planning periods indexed by t.
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The main aspects considered in the model

P : set of sub-components/parts indexed by p (e.g. blades, rotor, nacelle, and
etc.).
Pj : set of sub-components included in task j , Pj ⊂ P .
P r : set of recyclable sub-components, P r ⊂ P .
P d : set of non-recyclable sub-components, P d ⊂ P .
K : set of ports (with warehouse, plant and recycling areas) indexed by k.
D: set of dump/landll areas indexed by d.

Parameters
n: total number of turbines to be removed.
αv,j : the number of top/sub structures (task j ∈ J) that can be removed by
jack-up vessel v ∈ Vj in one period. This parameter is an integer value.
fv,j : the xed cost per period of jack-up vessel v ∈ Vj to perform task j ∈ J .
cv,j : the variable cost per period of jack-up vessel v ∈ Vj to perform task j ∈ J .
ρv,t : = 1 if vessel v ∈ V is available in period t ∈ T , = 0 otherwise
τv,j : = 1 if vessel v ∈ Vj ∀j ∈ J , = 0 otherwise
βv : the minimum hire periods of jack-up vessel v ∈ V to perform a decommissioning task.
λj,p : = 1 if p ∈ Pj ∀j ∈ J , = 0 otherwise
bp,k : the cost of barge/transfer vessel to transport sub-component p ∈ P to port
k ∈ K.
ϕp,k : the inventory cost per period of unprocessed sub-component p ∈ P to port
k ∈ K.
ςp,k : the inventory cost per period of processed sub-component p ∈ P to port
k ∈ K.
πp,k : the processing time (periods) to crush/process sub-component p ∈ P at
port k ∈ K . This parameter is an integer value.
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θp,k : the number (capacity) of sub-components p ∈ P that can be processed by
the machine at port k ∈ K per period.
mp,k : the processing cost of sub-component p ∈ P to port k ∈ K .
γp,k,d : the transportation cost to transfer sub-component p ∈ P from port k ∈ K
to dump area d ∈ D.
ψk : the maximum amount of components that can be transferred from port k ∈ K
to recycling/dump areas in one period.
qt,j : = 1 if there is no planning delay in period t ∈ T to perform task j ∈ J , = 0
otherwise.
wp : the weight of sub-component p ∈ P .
k : the maximum capacity (tonnages) of recycle area at port k ∈ K .
εd : the maximum capacity (tonnage) of dump/landll area d ∈ D.

During the planning horizon (for example 90 or 120 days), each potential jackup vessel has a set of possible slots to hire based on the minimum hire period
of the jack-up vessel, the availability of the vessel and the planning delay. A slot
consists of a set of periods when a jack-up vessel is hired. For example, a jack-up
vessel can be hired to perform a decommissioning task from Period 1 to 7 termed
as Slot 1. Another potential slot (Slot 2) for this jack-up vessel to be rented is
from Period 1 to 8, and so on. Note that the jack-up vessel needs to be hired in
consecutive periods. As the rental cost of the jack-up vessel is relatively expensive,
the proposed model is developed mainly based on the jack-up vessel. Here, our
strategy is to explore all feasible slots for all potential jack-up vessels to be hired.
Then, the best slots need to be selected in order to minimise the total cost. The
description of the procedure to generate feasible slots for jack-up vessels to perform
dismantling tasks will be presented in the next subsection.
3.2 The procedure for generating feasible slots
Generating feasible slots can be done by considering total number of turbines to
be removed (n), the number of turbines that a jack-up vessel can perform in one
period (αv,j ), the availability of the vessel (ρv,t ), the minimum hire periods for the
vessel (βv consecutive periods), and the planning delay (qt,j ). The set of feasible
slots (Sv,j indexed by s) of jack-up vessel v to perform task j consists of several
parameters as follows:
hv,j,s,t : = 1 if period t is included in slot s of jack-up vessel v to perform task j ,
= 0 otherwise.
dv,j,s : the duration (periods) of slot s of jack-up vessel v to perform task j .
uv,j,s : the started period of slot s of jack-up vessel v to perform task j .
ev,j,s : the xed cost of jack-up vessel v to perform task j for slot s.
ηv,j,s : max. number of substructures j that can be removed by slot s of jack-up
vessel v .
%v,j = |Sv,j |: the number of feasible slots of (jack-up) vessel v to perform task j .

Figure 3 shows a simple example of feasible slots of a jack-up vessel for performing a task within 30 periods (days) where n = 30, αv,j = 3 and βv = 7. The
planning delay per period and the unavailability of the vessel are also given in the
gure. From Figure 3, it can be seen that a slot has at least 7 periods. The jack-up
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vessel can be hired during the planning delay period, however the vessel will not
do dismantling activities and so be idle. In case that the vessel is not available due
to some reasons, the vessel will not be able to be hired. The maximum duration of
slots starting from period 1 is 11 periods as hiring the vessel for 11 periods starting
from period 1 will completely nish the task (1 idle period due to planning delay
so the number of dismantled turbines is 10 · 3 = 30 = n). As there is no storage capacity constraint in ports, the maximum duration of feasible slots is based on the
capability of a jack-up vessel to dismantle n turbines. The vessel cannot be hired
during periods 13-15 as the vessel is not available. Given that the vessel is also
not available in period 21, it will also not be able to be rented in period 16 as the
minimum hiring period is 7 (until period 22). The next feasible slots are the ones
starting from period 22. For periods 4, 23, 24, and 29, the vessel can be rented but
it will be idle due to the planning delay (light grey cell in Figure 3). However, the
vessel should not be hired starting from these periods as the dismantling activities
cannot be performed in these periods. Periods 25-30 as the starting hired period
are not possible as well due to the minimum hired periods.

Fig. 3

An example of feasible slots of a jack-up vessel for performing a task

Figure 4 presents the procedure to generate feasible slots. The procedure will
populate parameters hv,j,s,t , dv,j,s , ev,j,s , ηv,j,s and %v,j = |Sv,j | which will be
used for developing the formulation of mathematical model of the decommissioning
scheduling problem.
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The procedure for generating feasible slots

3.3 Mathematical model
In this subsection, we present a mathematical model using integer linear programming (ILP) for the problem of scheduling the decommissioning of an oshore wind
farm.

Decision Variables
(

1 if task j is performed in slot s by vessel j,
0 otherwise
Bp,k,t : the number (integer) of sub-component p transported using barge/service
vessels from the wind farm site to port k in period t.
Ip,k,t : inventory level (integer) of unprocessed sub-component p at port k in
period t.
Xv,j,s =
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Lp,k,t : inventory level (integer) of processed sub-component p at port k in period
t.
Mp,k,t : amount (integer) of sub-component p processed at port k started at period
t.
Yp,k,t : amount (integer) of processed recyclable sub-component p ∈ P r transported to recycling area at port k in period t.
Up,k,d,t : amount (integer) of processed non-recyclable sub-component p ∈ P d
transported from port k to dump area d in period t.

Auxiliary Variable
Gj,t : number (integer) of (top/sub) structures (task j ) dismantled in period t.

Objective functions
Minimise Total cost Z c = Z v + Z b + Z i + Z m + Z l

(1)

where
Jack-up Vessel cost=Z v =

X X

X

(Xv,j,s · (ev,j,s + cv,j,s · dv,j,s ))

(2)

j∈J v∈Vj s∈Sv,j

Barge/service vessel cost = Z b =

X X X

(Bp,k,t · bp,k )

(3)

p∈P k∈K t∈T

Inventory cost = Z i =

X X X

(Ip,k,t · ϕp,k + Lp,k,t · ςp,k )

(4)

p∈P k∈K t∈T

Processing cost = Z m =

X X X

(Mp,k,t · mp,k )

(5)

p∈P k∈K t∈T

On-land transportation cost = Z l =

X X X X

(Up,k,d,t · γp,k,d )

(6)

p∈P d k∈K d∈D t∈T

Constraints
Constraints (7) ensure that there are no overlapping slots allocated to a jack-up
vessel.
X X
(Xv,j,s · hv,j,s,t ) ≤ 1,
∀v ∈ V, t ∈ T
(7)
j∈J s∈Sv,j

Constraints (8) guarantee that in one period, the capacity of jack-up vessels for
removing the components must be greater than the number of components transported by barge/service vessel to the ports.
X X

(Xv,j,s · hv,j,s,t · αv,j · qt,j ) ≥ Gj,t ,

∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T

(8)

j∈J s∈Sv,j

Constraints (9) indicate that in the rst period, any successor task (e.g. dismantling a sub-structure) cannot be performed.
Gj,1 = 0,

∀j = 2, . . . , |J|

(9)
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Constraints (10) ensure that in period t the sum of removed components of job
(j + 1) does not exceed the sum of removed components of job j .
0
tX
−1

0

Gj,t ≥

t=1

t
X

Gĵ,t , ∀j = 1, . . . , (|J| − 1); ĵ = (j + 1), . . . , |J|; t0 = 2, . . . , |T | (10)

t=1

Constraints (11) make sure that all turbines (top/sub structures) are removed in
the planning horizon.
X
Gj,t = n,
∀j ∈ J
(11)
t∈T

Constraints (12) ensure that the number of sub-components transported to ports
must be the same as the number of (top/sub) structures.
X

Bp,k,t = Gj,t ,

∀j ∈ J, p ∈ Pj , t ∈ T

(12)

k∈K

Constraints (13) state that the inventory of sub-component p in the rst period is
the same as the amount of sub-component p transported by barge/transfer vessel
to the port.
Ip,k,1 = Bp,k,1 ,
∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K
(13)
Constraints (14) enforce the inventory level of sub-component p at port k during
period t.
Ip,k,t = Ip,k,t−1 + Bp,k,t − Mp,k,t ,

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 2, . . . , |T |

(14)

Constraints (15) ensure that the number of sub-component p to be processed must
be equal or less than the inventory level of this sub-component in the previous
period.
Ip,k,t−1 ≥ Mp,k,t ,
∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 2, . . . , |T |
(15)
Constraints (16) describe that there are no processing activities in the rst period.
Mp,k,1 = 0,

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K

(16)

Constraints (17) ensure that the number of processed components cannot exceed
the capacity of the machine.
0
tX
−1

Mp,k,t ≤ θp,k , ∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t0 = (t̂p,k + 1), . . . , (|T | + 1)

(17)

t=t0 −t̂p,k

Constraints (18) guarantee that there is no inventory of processed components in
the period that is less than the processing time.
0
Ip,k,t
= 0,

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 1, . . . , t̂p,k

(18)

Constraints (19) state the inventory level of processed recyclable sub-component
p at the port in period t.
Lp,k,t = Lp,k,t−1 +Mp,k,t−πp,k −Yp,k,t , ∀p ∈ P r , k ∈ K, t = (πp,k +1), . . . , |T | (19)
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Constraints (20) state the inventory level of processed non-recyclable sub-component
p at the port in period t.
Lp,k,t = Lp,k,t−1 + Mp,k,t−πp,k −

X

Up,k,d,t , ∀p ∈ P d , k ∈ K, t = (πp,k + 1), . . . , |T |

d∈D

(20)
Constraints (21) ensure that the number of recyclable sub-components transported
to a port must be the same as the number transported to the recycling area from
this port.
X
X
Yp,k,t =
Bp,k,t ,
∀p ∈ P r , k ∈ K
(21)
t∈T

t∈T

Constraints (22) ensure that the number of non-recyclable sub-components transported to a port must be the same as the number transported to the dump area
from this port.
X X

Up,k,d,t =

d∈D t∈T

X

∀p ∈ P d , k ∈ K

Bp,k,t ,

(22)

t∈T

Constraints (23) guarantee that all processed recyclable sub-components are transported to the recycling area.
X X

Yp,k,t = n,

∀p ∈ P r

(23)

k∈K t∈T

Constraints (24) guarantee that all processed non-recyclable sub-components are
transported to the dump/landll area.
X X X

Up,k,d,t = n,

∀p ∈ P d , k ∈ K

(24)

k∈K d∈D t∈T

Constraints (25) ensure that in one period, the number of components transferred
from port k to recycling/dump areas does not exceed the maximum level.
X

Yp,k,t +

p∈P r

X X

Up,k,d,t <= ψk ,

∀k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(25)

d∈D p∈P d

Constraints (26) and (27) make sure that the recyclable and non-recyclable subcomponentsâ movement occurs once the component has been processed respectively.
Yp,k,t = 0,
∀p ∈ P r , k ∈ K, t = 1, . . . , πp,k
(26)
Up,k,d,t = 0,

∀p ∈ P d , k ∈ K, d ∈ D, t = 1, . . . , πp,k

(27)

Constraints (28) and (29) indicate the capacity constraint for each recycling area
and each dump/land ll area respectively.
X X

(Yp,k,t · wp ) ≤ k ,

∀k ∈ K

(28)

p∈P r t∈T

X X X
k∈K p∈P r t∈T

(Up,k,d,t · wp ) ≤ εd ,

∀d ∈ D

(29)
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Constraints (30) indicate that variable X is binary
Xv,j,s ∈ {0, 1},

∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J, s ∈ Sv,j

(30)

Constraints (31)  (33) state the non-negativity and integer variable conditions.
Gj,t ≥ 0, integer,

∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T

Bp,k,t , Ip,k,t , Lp,k,t , Mp,k,t , Yp,k,t ≥ 0, integer,
Up,k,d,t ≥ 0, integer,

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, t ∈ T

(31)
(32)
(33)

4 Matheuristic for the decommissioning problem
Based on preliminary experiments, an exact method solution (using CPLEX) nds
diculties in solving the proposed ILP as CPLEX terminates before obtaining the
optimal solution due to being out of memory. We have carried out experiments on
some instances (by varying N , |V |, βv and planning delays) without limitation but
CPLEX terminates after running more than 10 hours due to being out of memory.
We also noticed that there is no signicant improvement on the %Gap produced
until CPLEX terminated compared to the one within 3 hours. In other words, we
were not able to obtain the optimal solution for this problem. It is also noted that
the result (the upper bound value) produced by CPLEX within a certain time
(3 hours) is not promising at this point. Transforming the ILP problem into the
MILP problem by relaxing the integer variables has also been conducted. However,
the results generated by solving the MILP problem are also not promising. The
report for the computational experiments can be seen in Section 5. Therefore,
we propose a matheuristic technique to overcome this limitation. Moreover, the
sensitivity analysis by varying some parameters is possible to be conducted if
solutions for the problem can be generated quickly.
Matheuristics are the hybridization of metaheuristics and exact procedures
(Maniezzo et al, 2010). For example, Schwerdfeger et al (2018) and Garcia and
Rabadi (2013) used this method successfully for solving scheduling problems. In
our study, the proposed method for solving the scheduling problem of the decommissioning of an oshore wind farm benets from the relaxed problem principle
and an interchange heuristic to explore the solution space. The underlying principle of the relaxed problem is to transform some binary or integer decision variables
to continuous in order to make the problem easier to solve. We also take benet
from the solution methods based on Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) and
Simulated Annealing (SA) proposed by Irawan et al (2017a) to solve the installation scheduling problem in oshore wind farm. Both VNS and SA are designed for
nding the optimal schedule (slots) for jack-up vessels to install the oshore wind
turbines. Here, we propose a novel/dierent technique based on the principle of the
relaxed problem and the application of local searches to t with the nature of the
decommissioning problem in oshore wind farm. The procedure of our proposed
method is depicted in Algorithm 1 which consists of four stages. As the chartering
vessel cost dominates the decommissioning cost, the proposed method focuses on
nding the best slots to be used by a jack-up vessel. The other decision variables
such as the ows of components and inventory levels are determined once based
on the obtained slots conguration.
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The rst stage aims to obtain the promising slots by relaxing the proposed
model (1-33) where the data type of decision variable Xv,j,s is transformed from
binary to continuous with 0 ≤ Xv,j,s ≤ 1. The problem is hence transformed to a
Mixed Integer Linear Programme (MILP). The relaxed MILP scheduling problem
is then solved using an exact method (via CPLEX) within t̂1 seconds. %Gap as a
termination criterion for CPLEX to solve the relaxed MILP is also added which
is set to ε1 %. Let F̃v,j be the set of slots of vessel v to perform task j where
Xv,j,s > 0, ∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J, s ∈ Sv,j in the obtained solution. We consider the slots
in F̃v,j as promising slots. The larger value of Xv,j,s indicates the more promising
slot in minimising the total cost. However, these slots in F̃v,j cannot be treated as
a solution of this problem as there may be overlapping slots for a jack-up vessel.
To make sure that each selected jack-up vessel, with Xv,j,s > 0, has signicant
promising slots for performing a decommissioning task, Constraints (34) are added
into the model:
X
Xv,j,s ≥ 1,
∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J
(34)
s∈Sv,j

The second stage reduces the problem of Model (1)-(33) by replacing the slot
set Sv,j with F̃v,j , ∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J obtained from the previous stage. Moreover, to
make the problem easier to solve, the model is also relaxed by converting the data
type of all variables (except Xv,j,s ) from integer to continuous. As variable Xv,j,s
is still a binary the problem becomes a reduced MILP. This reduced MILP is then
solved by CPLEX with a stopping criterion of t̂2 seconds or the %Gap ≤ ε2 %. Let
Fv,j (∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J) be the set of slots with Xv,j,s = 1 in the obtained solution.
In set Fv,j , there is no overlapping slot for each selected jack-up vessel which is
considered as an incumbent slots conguration (solution). This solution is then
fed into the third stage as a relatively good initial solution.

Algorithm 1: The matheuristic for the decommissioning problem
Initialization:
(a) Dene the parameters t̂1 , ε1 , α, t̂2 , ε2 , β and t̂3 .
Stage 1:
(a) Relax Model (1)-(33) by transforming the data type of decision variable
Xv,j,s from binary to continuous variable with 0 ≤ Xv,j,s ≤ 1. In addition,
Equation (34) is added to make sure that each selected vessel has signicant
promising slots for performing a decommissioning task.
(b) Solve the relaxed mixed integer scheduling problem using exact method
(CPLEX) within t̂1 seconds. Moreover, we add %Gap as a termination criterion for CPLEX to solve the relaxed MILP which we set %Gap to ε1 %.
(c) Let F̃v,j be the set of slots where Xv,j,s > 0, ∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J, s ∈ Sv,j .
Stage 2:
(a) Replace set Sv,j with F̃v,j obtained from the previous stage in Model (1)(33) so the size of the problem is reduced. In addition, relax the model by
transforming the data type of all variables (except Xv,j,s ) from integer to
continuous.
(b) Solve the reduced MILP scheduling problem using CPLEX within t̂2 seconds. CPLEX will also terminate when the gap reached ε2 %.
(c) Let array Fv,j (∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J) be the obtained slots with Xv,j,s = 1 and
denote Z be its objective function value.
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Stage 3:
(a) Apply proposed local search 1 (given in Algorithm 2) with Z and Fv,j
obtained from Stage 2 as inputs and outputs.
(b) Implement proposed local search 2 (presented in Algorithm 3) with Z and
Fv,j obtained from Stage 3a) as inputs and outputs.
Stage 4:
(a) Replace set Sv,j with Fv,j obtained from the previous stage in Model (1)(33).
(b) Solve the reduced ILP scheduling problem using CPLEX within t̂3 seconds
with Z be its objective function value. In addition, the outputs obtained
from this problem are Xv,j,s , Gj,t , Bp,k,t , Ip,k,t , Lp,k,t , Mp,k,t , Yp,k,t and
Up,k,d,t .

In Stage 3, two local searches are proposed to improve the quality of the incumbent solution. In the rst proposed local search, an iterative process is conducted
where additional slots for each decommissioning task are pseudo randomly added
into the incumbent solution (Fv,j ) forming a set of promising slots (Λv,j ). In the
second proposed local search, an interchange heuristic is applied where the algorithm seeks a potential slot to replace one or more slots in the incumbent solution
(Fv,j ). The detailed explanation of these proposed local searches is presented in
the next subsection.
Stage 4 is the nal stage where the ILP model (1)-(33) is reduced by replacing
set Sv,j with Fv,j (∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J) obtained from the previous stage. The reduced
ILP is solved by an exact method (CPLEX) within a time limit of t̂3 seconds. Note
that in this stage the model is not relaxed. However, the problem in this stage is
relatively easy to solve as the size of the problem is relatively small comprising
only the slots used in the incumbent solution. The outputs of this stage will be
the nal result of the proposed matheuristic which includes Xv,j,s , Gj,t , Bp,k,t ,
Ip,k,t , Lp,k,t , Mp,k,t , Yp,k,t and Up,k,d,t .

Local Search 1
In this subsection, the rst proposed local search is described where the initial
solution/slots conguration (Fv,j ) is obtained from Stage 2. Algorithm 2 presents
the steps of Local Search 1 where in the rst step, the earliest day (period) for
conducting each decommissioning task (t̃j , ∀j ∈ J) is determined. Let Λ̃v,j be a
set of promising slots for vessel v ∈ Vj to perform task j ∈ J . Set Λ̃v,j is initially
populated by the incumbent solution (Fv,j ) as shown in Step 2.

Algorithm 2: The proposed local search 1
Input: Z and Fv,j .
Initialization: Dene parameters t̂4 and ε3 .
Main Step:
1. Find the earliest period to start performing task j(t̃j , ∀j ∈ J) in the incumbent
solution (Fv,j ).
2. Set Λ̃v,j = Fv,j .
3. For each j ∈ J do the following steps:
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(a) Set n̂ = 0.
(b) While n̂ < n perform the followings:
i. Pick randomly vessel v̂ and its slot ŝ to perform task j .
ii. If (uv̂,j,ŝ < t̃j ) go back to Step 3(b)i.
iii. Include slot ŝ of vessel v̂ in set Λ̃v,j .
iv. Update n̂ = n̂ + ηv̂,j,ŝ
v. If (uv̂,j,ŝ < t̃j ), set t̃j = uv̂,j,ŝ .
4. Reduce the problem (Model 1-33) by replacing set Sv,j with Λ̃v,j , ∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J .
In addition, relax the model by transforming the data type of all variables
(except Xv,j,s ) from integer to continuous (MILP).
5. Solve the MILP using exact method (CPLEX) until the %Gap reached ε3 %.
Let F̂v,j (∀v ∈ V, j ∈ J) be the obtained slots and ẑ be its objective function
value.
6. If ẑ < Z , update Z = ẑ and Fv,j = F̂v,j .
7. If CPU time < t̂4 go back to Step 1
8. Return Z and Fv,j .

In Step 3, randomly chosen slots of randomly chosen vessels are then added
into the set of promising slots for each decommissioning task (Λ̃v,j ). The number of
selected slots to be added for each decommissioning task is limited. The additional
slots for each task must be able to remove n structures/turbines. Moreover, when
choosing randomly a slot (from a randomly selected jack-up vessel) for a substructure task, the chosen slot must start after the earliest period of dismantling
the top-structure (uv̂,j,ŝ < t̃j ). Otherwise, this slot will not improve the solution
as hiring a jack-up vessel for performing a sub-structure task with no top-structure
has been removed is a waste.
Model (1)-(33) is then populated by the promising slots (Λ̃v,j ) instead of all
possible slots (Sv,j ). To make the problem easier to solve, we also relax the model
by transforming the data type of all variables (except Xv,j,s ) from integer to
continuous (to become a MILP). The MILP is then addressed by an exact method
(CPLEX) until the %Gap reached ε3 %. If the obtained solution is better than
the incumbent solution then update the incumbent solution. This procedure is
repeated until the computing time reached prescribed time (t̂4 ). The best solution
(slots conguration) attained from this local search is then fed into the second
proposed local search which is described in the next subsection.

Local Search 2
Local Search 2 is proposed based on the interchange heuristic where the main
steps of this local search is presented in Algorithm 3. In the rst step, the slots in
the incumbent solution (Fv,j ) for each task are ordered in increasing number by
the number of structures that can be removed by each slot (ηv,j,s ). These ordered
slots are stored in array Sj0 . An array Vj0 is also constructed to give information
which vessel is used to perform a decommissioning task for a slot in set Sj0 . In
other words, slot s0 ∈ Sj0 is performed by vessel v 0 ∈ Vj0 with s0 = v 0 .
Step 2 of Algorithm 3 seeks all possible slots to be swapped with slots in the
incumbent solutions (Fv,j ) for each decommissioning task. The slots in Fv,j to
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be swapped are represented by set Ω(Ω ⊆ Sj0 ) where the structure of set Ω is
presented in Figure 5. Steps 2a-2c are iterative processes based on the elements
in set Ω . The process of the algorithm uses a top-bottom procedure. In the rst
level, for each decommissioning task, a potential chosen slot s ∈ Sv,j (s ∈
/ Fv,j )
is swapped with one slot in the incumbent solution where |Ω| = 1. In the last
level, this potential chosen slot replaces |Sj0 | slots in the incumbent solution if it
is feasible. It starts from the rst level and then descends to the next level where
the swap process in the higher level is feasible. In other words, it starts inserting
0
slot s ∈ Sv,j (s ∈
/ Fv,j ) into the incumbent solution (Fv,j
) and removing a slot
0
(element of set Ω ) from Fv,j (for example Ω = {s1 }), and if it is feasible (with no
improvement) then the algorithm adds another slot Ω = {s1 , s2 } to be swapped
0
with slot s. If the solution Fv,j
is not feasible, set Ω is populated by {s2 } instead
of {s1 , s2 , s3 }. This process is repeated until all possible swapping of slots are
explored or the computing time has reached t̂5 seconds.

Algorithm 3: The proposed local search 2
Input: Z and Fv,j .
Initialization: Dene parameter t̂5 .
Main Step:
1. Let array Sj0 (j ∈ J) as a set of slots in Fv,j ordered by the number of structures
that can be removed by the slots (for task j ). Denote array Vj0 (j ∈ J) be a set
of vessels used for performing task j for slots in Sj0 . In other words, slot s0 ∈ Sj0
is performed by vessel v 0 ∈ Vj0 with s0 = v 0 .
2. While CPU time < t̂5 do the following:
For each vessel v ∈ V do the following:
For each task j ∈ J do the following:
For each slot s ∈ Sv,j (s ∈
/ Fv,j ) do iteratively the following steps:
0
a. Set Fv,j
← Fv,j .
0
0
b. Insert slot s into Fv,j
and remove a subset of slots (Ω) from Fv,j
0
where Ω ⊆ Sj
0
c. If solution Fv,j
can remove N structures (turbines) and the cost
of slot s less than total cost of slots in set Ω and there is no
0
overlapping slots for each vessel in set Fv,j
then do the following
steps:
0
i. Solve model (1)-(33) with xed slots (Fv,j
) and continuous decision variables (linear programming)
ii. Let z 0 be its objective function value
iii. If the problem has a feasible solution and z 0 < Z then update
0
Z = z 0 and Fv,j ← Fv,j
and go back to Step 1.
End For s
End For j
End For v
3. Return Z and Fv,j .

When slot s is swapped with slots (elements of Ω ), the new solution (F̂v,j )
must be able to remove n substructures/turbines with no overlapping among the
slots in the new solution. The cost of slot s must also be less than the total cost
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Fig. 5

A set of slots in incumbent solution (Ω) to be swapped

of slots (Ω) to be removed from the current solution. The feasibility of the new
solution along with its objective function value is evaluated by solving Model (1)(33) based on the new solution with some revisions. First, the slots in the new
solution (F̂v,j ) must be selected (xed) so variable Xv,j,s becomes a parameter.
In other words, Xv,j,s is set to 1 if slot s exists in set (F̂v,j ), otherwise Xv,j,s is
set to 0. Second, the data type of the other variables is transformed to continuous.
Therefore, the model becomes a continuous linear programming problem which is
relatively easy to solve by an exact method (CPLEX). In this local search, rst
improvement strategy is applied where the interchange between a potential slot
and slots in the current slots is performed if improvement occurs where it will go
back again to Step 1.

5 Computational study
Computational experiments have been carried out to assess the performance of the
proposed solution method. The code was written in C++ .Net 2012 and used the
IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.6 Concert Library. The tests were run on a PC with
an Intel Core i5 CPU @ 3.20GHz processor, 8.00 GB of RAM and under Windows
7. In the computational experiments, a dataset consisting of several instances is
constructed based on the West Gabbard (UK) oshore wind farm site to assess
our approach to solving the decommissioning model. This dataset is representative
for the generation of oshore wind farms that is currently being developed.Three
solution methods are used to solve the problem as follows:

 Exact Method

IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.6 was used to solve the proposed decommissioning model (Equations 1-33). The computational time (CPU) in solving the
problem using the exact method (CPLEX) is limited to three hours as the
problem is very hard to solve to optimality by the exact method. By limiting
the computational time in CPLEX, the lower bound (LB ) and upper bound
(U B ) can be attained.

 2-stage Exact Method

This solution method also uses CPLEX for solving the problem. This method
consists of two stages as follows:
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i. Use CPLEX to solve the proposed decommissioning model (Equations 133) within a certain computational time (e.g. 3 or 24 hours). However, all
integer decision variables except Xv,j,s are transformed to continuous. The
problem is now reduced to the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
problem instead of the ILP problem. Therefore, the problem is relatively
easier to solve.
ii. The solution obtained from the previous stage may not be feasible as the
number of (sub-) components, that need to be transported, has to be integer
instead of continuous. Therefore, in this stage, Equations 1-33 is optimally
solved using CPLEX by xing decision variable Xv,j,s that has been obtained from previous stage. In other word, Xv,j,s becomes a parameter and
other decision variables are treated as integer. Here, the problem become a
relatively small ILP problem and the feasible solution can be obtained.

 The proposed matheuristic

In the matheuristic approach, the value of parameters are set as follows: t̂1 =
t̂2 = t̂4 = t̂5 = 8 · n2.25 seconds, ε1 = 5%, ε2 = 1%, ε3 = 0.5% and t̂3 = 50
seconds. The computational times t̂3 (the nal stage) is set to a relatively small
value as in this stage, the exact method (CPLEX) only deals with a relatively
small problem. Those values are determined based on the preliminary study.

The performance of the solution methods will be measured by %Gap between
the Z value attained by the method and the lower bound (LB ) obtained from the
exact method. %Gap is calculated as follows:
Gap(%) =

Zm − LB
× 100
LB

(35)

where Zm refers to the feasible solution cost obtained by either the exact method
(U B ), 2-Stage exact method or the proposed matheuristic approach. The following
subsections will describe the data used for the scheduling decommissioning model
followed by the results of the proposed solution method.
5.1 Data
The West Gabbard wind farm site, located in the North Sea o the East coast of
the UK, has been chosen as the test case for the models and methods developed
in this paper. This is because it is a typical of the largest currently existing wind
farms which will need decommissioning in 20-25 yearsâ time. Figure 6 shows
the location of wind farm site, candidate ports, and landll areas included whereas
Table 1 presents their coordinates.
A dataset is generated to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution
methods. The dataset consists of several instances by varying some parameters
used in the model. We rst divided the instances based on the number of planning
delays with either (i) no planning delay or (ii) two days planning delay occurs. The
number of jack-up vessels (|V |) considered to be hired for dismantling the oshore
wind turbines is varied from 5 to 7. We set the minimum hire period for each jack
vessel (βv ) to 7 and 14 consecutive days. We also vary the number of turbines (n)
that need to be removed from 110 to 160 with an increment of 10. The turbine
range represents the largest currently operational wind farms that are likely to
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Fig. 6
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The map of the wind farm site, ports, and landll areas (source: Google Maps)

Table 1

The coordinates of wind farm, ports, and landll areas

Location
Wind Farm Site
West Gabbard site
Location of Ports
Oostende (Port 1)
Able UK (Port 2)
Hull (Port 3)
Harwich (Port 4)
Great Yarmouth (Port 5)
Location of Landll areas
Gallymoor Landll Site (Dump 1)
Winterton Landll Site (Dump 2)
Immingham Landll Site (Dump 3)
Dispit Ltd (Dump 4)
Aldeby Landll Site (Dump 5)
Remo Milieubeheer (Dump 6)

Latitude

Longitude

51.98

2.08

51.2333
53.65
53.74
51.95
52.6167

2.91667
-0.24
-0.29
1.28333
1.73333

53.848669
53.642174
53.61909
53.766963
52.476521
51.057738

-0.725156
-0.626461
-0.177185
-0.462998
1.629964
5.348292

need decommissioning in 20-25 years time. The time period is measured in days
where in this study the number of periods required to dismantle the turbines is
set to n days. A preliminary study shows that for n = 160, a feasible solution can
be attained when |T | ≥ 158. Therefore, it is assumed that at least one turbine can
be removed within one day.
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All ports have a recycling facility, meaning that the recycling area will be
at the port. In the experiments, two tasks are considered, namely top- and substructure removal which are referred to as Task 1 and Task 2 respectively. The
data relating to the vessels, the ports and dump/landll area for the instance
with no planning delay are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Tables 5 and
6 present the sub-component data for the instance with no planning delay which
is randomly generated. There are four sub-components considered in this study;
namely tower, nacelle, blade, and foundation. In Table 6, the sub-component data
relating to ports such as processing time, capacity and cost along with inventory
cost for each component is given.

Table 2

Vessel
ves 1
ves 2
ves 3
ves 4
ves 5
ves 6
ves 7

The jack-up vessel data for the instance with no planning delay
αv,j

Task 1 Task 2
3
2
4
2
4
3
5
3
5
4
3
2
4
3

fv,j (¿)
Task 1 Task 2
2,000 2,000
2,500 2,500
3,000 3,000
3,500 3,500
4,000 4,000
2,000 2,000
3,000 3,000

cv,j

Task 1
80,000
100,000
100,000
110,000
110,000
80,000
100,000

(¿)
Task 2
80,000
90,000
100,000
100,000
110,000
80,000
100,000

It is worth noting that the data structure for the dataset with two days planning
delay is the same as the one with no planning delay presented in Tables 2-6.
However, in dataset with two days planning delay, the cost data (jack-up vessels,
ports, etc.) is slightly higher than the one with no planning delay. With a two-day
planning delay, the total number of possible slots of jack-up vessels generated for
the dataset with two days planning delay is slightly smaller than the one with no
planning delay.

Table 3

The parameter values relating to ports for the instance with no planning delay

Port 1
9
Distance to site (km)
104
Recycling Capacity (tons) 22,000
ψk

Table 4

Port 2
8
268
12,000

Port 3
7
276
17,000

Port 4
6
55
12,000

Port 5
5
71
27,000

The dump/landll capacity for the instance with no planning delay

Dump 1 Dump 2 Dump 3 Dump 4 Dump 5 Dump 6
Recycling Capacity (tons) 5,000
6,000
4,500
6,000
4,000
3,000
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Sub-component data for the instance with no planning delay

Sub-component Task Recycle-able Barge cost (¿/km) Weight (ton)
Tower
1
Yes
200
200
Nacelle
1
No
150
88
Blade
1
No
180
50
Foundation
2
Yes
300
300

Table 6

Port 1
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4
Port 5
Port 1
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4
Port 5

Sub-component data relating to ports for the instance with no planning delay
πp,k

θp,k

πp,k

θp,k

2
3
3
4
4
1
1
2
3
4

4
2
1
1
1
6
5
4
4
2

Tower
¿) ϕp,k (¿) ςp,k (¿)
10,000
1,000
500
10,000
1,100
500
11,000
1,100
600
11,000
1,200
700
12,000
1,200
700
Tower
mp,k (¿) ϕp,k (¿) ςp,k (¿)
10,000
1,100
600
12,000
1,100
700
11,000
1,200
700
12,000
1,300
750
13,000
1,300
800
mp,k (

πp,k

θp,k

πp,k

θp,k

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
5
5

3
3
1
1
1
5
4
3
2
1

Nacelle
¿) ϕp,k (¿) ςp,k (¿)
8,000
750
400
9,000
800
500
9,000
800
600
10,000
900
600
10,000
900
600
Nacelle
mp,k (¿) ϕp,k (¿) ςp,k (¿)
15,000
1,000
500
16,000
1,100
600
15,000
1,300
700
16,000
1,500
700
17,000
1,700
750
mp,k (

5.2 Results
Table 7 presents an example of the schedule of the jack-up vessels for the problem
with n = 110 when |V | = 6, PD=0, and βv = 7 generated by the exact method,
the 2-stage exact method and the proposed matheuristic. Those schedules are feasible solutions where all constraints are satised such as the sequence of task,
the capacity of barge vessels, the capacity of processing equipment in ports, etc.
For this case, the solution generated by the proposed matheuristic produces the
lowest cost. In this solution, two vessels (V1 and V5) are used to remove the top
structures. Those vessels are chartered for 32 days in total with the maximum
top-structures that can be removed is the same as the requirement (110). For removing sub-structures, Vessel V5 is rented for 28 days which is able to dismantle
112 sub-structures. In this problem, there are 37,212 possible slots to select representing 37,212 binary variables. Stage 1 of the proposed matheuristic (Algorithm
1) reduces the problem by obtaining 48 promising slots only. In Stage 2 of Algorithm 1, an initial good solution is attained involving 9 slots. Each iteration of the
proposed local searches (Stage 3 of Algorithm 1) deals with under 20 slots.
Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the computational results for |V | = 5, 6 and 7 respectively where the objective function values and CPU time (in seconds) for the exact
method, the 2-stage exact method and the proposed metaheuristic approach are
given. Each table comprise 24 instances based on the number of planning delays
(PD), the minimum hire periods (βv ) and the number of turbines (n) that need to
be removed. Based on the tables, the exact method (CPLEX) was able to obtain
upper and lower bounds (U B and LB ) for all instances within 3 hours. The 2-
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The schedule of the jack-up vessels for n = 110 with |V | = 6, PD=0, and βv = 7

Exact Method
2-Stage Exact Method
Matheuristic
Top/Sub Start No.
Top/Sub Start No.
Top/Sub Start No.
Vess.
Vess.
Vess.
Structure Day Days
Structure Day Days
Structure Day Days
V1
Top
33
7
V1
Top
47
7
V1
Top
25
7
V1
Top
47
7
V1
Top
78
7
V1
Top
47
11
V1
Top
69
7
V4
Top
1
7
V1
Top
76
7
V1
Top
96
7
V4
Top
18
7
V5
Top
1
7
V5
Sub
22
7
V5
Sub
3
7
V5
Sub
9
7
V5
Sub
47
7
V5
Sub
42
7
V5
Sub
34
7
V5
Sub
68
7
V5
Sub
67
7
V5
Sub
59
7
V5
Sub
98
7
V5
Sub
88
7
V5
Sub
78
7
V6
Top
1
7
No. days for Top (112)* 28
No. days for Top (110)* 32
V6
Top
20
7
No. days for Sub (112)* 28
No. days for Sub (112)* 28
*
No. days for Top (126)
42
No. days for Sub (112)* 28
* : the maximum top/sub structures that can be removed by the vessels
stage exact method also generated feasible solutions for all instances. Here, in the
rst stage, the MILP problem is solved within 3 hours. Then, the ILP problem by
xing decision variable Xv,j,s is optimally solved to obtain the feasible solution.
The table also presents %Gap obtained by the solution methods based on the
formulation given in Equation (35). To evaluate the consistency of the proposed
matheuristic method, in each instance the proposed method was executed 5 times,
therefore the average result (%Gapavg ) as well as the best one (%Gapbest ) are
given. Boldface values in the table refer to the best solutions obtained.
Tables 810 reveal that the proposed matheuristic technique runs much faster
than other methods while producing better %Gaps. Based on the best results, on
average, the matheuristics method yields a gap of 7.9019%, 7.6221% and 7.5933%
whereas based on the average results, it produces 8.2847%, 8.0033% and 7.8048%
for the instances with |V | = 5, 6 and 7 respectively. It can be argued that the
results of the proposed matheuristic method are consistent as the value of the best
results is not far from the value of the average ones. Those results are better than
the ones produced by the exact method executed within 3 hours where CPLEX
provides an average gap of 10.1746%, 9.9495% and 10.1412% for the instances with
|V | = 5, 6 and 7 respectively. It is worth noting that the matheuristic method
produces better solutions for almost all instances. It can be highlighted that based
on the %Gap obtained, instances with two days planning delay are easier to solve
than instances with no planning delay as the average %Gap for instances with two
days planning delay (at around 8.95%) is smaller than the one with no planning
delay (at around 6.45%). It is also noted that a higher value of the minimum hire
periods (βv ) will make the problem more dicult to solve. It is also revealed that
the %Gap does not change much with respect to the increase in n and |T |.

PD

14

7

14

7

βv

24,449,530
27,354,874
30,147,035
33,209,309
36,108,391
39,652,448
25,213,633
28,023,902
31,053,225
34,115,187
37,322,356
40,379,527
23,393,771
26,143,736
29,050,876
32,048,418
35,072,961
38,120,487
24,466,292
26,942,019
29,628,374
32,532,643
35,674,744
38,824,764

n = |T |

110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160

Z

Best
Known
22,510,880
25,191,350
27,974,064
30,696,136
33,497,217
36,168,418
22,599,256
25,246,919
27,995,457
30,756,847
33,456,356
36,231,363
21,825,329
24,328,504
27,362,416
30,403,046
33,478,409
36,552,786
21,919,697
24,331,370
27,401,830
30,415,986
33,482,381
36,568,167

LB

10.7527
10.7422
8.5167
7.1639
6.6919
8.6783
10.1746

4.1125

8.5778
7.2570
5.3373
5.2753

6.7045

8.8654
10.6738
9.8937
10.8659
9.8352
12.5194
13.9957
15.5663
18.6859
12.9210
15.5844
14.9747

%Gap

Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

The summary of computational results with |V | = 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
2
19
20
21
22
23
24
Average

Ins

Table 8

ILP

MILP
7.9189
8.2682
8.2455
7.6471
7.9455
8.7463
10.4340
10.2946
10.9694
10.3175
10.6306
11.0735
7.3761
7.4017
6.8986
6.0604
4.8384
4.8597
10.5533
11.0271
9.6815
8.8372
7.1680
5.8754
10.4462
10.3112
10.9765
10.3263
10.6484
11.0981
7.3907
7.4475
6.9393
6.0671
4.8657
4.8659
10.4902
11.0494
9.7016
8.8446
7.1922
5.8941
8.4764

8.7864

8.2858
8.2617
7.6568
7.9578

7.9292

%Gap

%Gap

2-stage Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

7.9019

5.8123

6.1454

6.5063

7.5149

9.6899

10.4086

4.4187

4.5464

5.1340

5.8121

6.9433

7.1333

10.2729

10.3584

9.8441

9.8469

9.9093

10.3689

11.0086

7.2315

7.5677

7.2079

7.9091

8.0550

%Gapbest

8.3097
7.9953
7.5116
7.6425
7.3901
13.6340
10.7127
10.3221
9.9437
9.9673
10.5184
10.7633
7.4654
7.2163
5.8758
5.3340
4.7231
4.6472
10.6544
10.3584
8.0351
6.9634
6.6048
6.2450
8.2847

%Gapavg

Matheuristic
CPU
Time (s)
986
1,233
1,469
1,789
2,037
1,654
707
1,069
1,311
1,603
1,877
1,843
966
1,178
1,443
1,654
2,004
2,225
789
690
1,245
1,418
1,927
1,923
1,460
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PD

14

7

14

7

βv

24,321,019
27,357,023
30,277,705
33,214,537
36,037,228
39,404,093
25,215,190
28,027,519
31,049,225
33,948,687
37,015,290
40,167,986
23,289,111
26,058,711
28,968,038
31,835,638
34,959,761
38,096,710
24,341,521
26,882,552
29,551,044
32,535,728
35,615,041
38,732,601

n = |T |

110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160

Z

Best
Known
22,508,026
25,209,348
27,976,213
30,713,026
33,445,339
36,197,227
22,567,325
25,258,082
27,937,752
30,716,873
33,477,363
36,215,425
21,830,229
24,328,242
27,369,521
30,401,460
33,481,707
36,557,156
21,903,640
24,328,856
27,397,207
30,411,506
33,485,184
36,559,720

LB

8.2070
8.9264
11.4240
9.6746
9.6501
10.2365
14.0650
13.6743
14.7903
16.2116
13.9446
15.2265
7.5854
7.7702
5.7969
5.5694
4.6162
4.5188
10.3595
11.7747
11.8681
7.8652
6.3146
8.7173
9.9495

%Gap

Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

The summary of computational results with |V | = 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
2
19
20
21
22
23
24
Average

Ins

Table 9

ILP
7.8258
8.0919
8.3137

MILP
7.8128
8.0724
8.3054
7.5228
7.9128
8.1195
11.1361
10.9111
11.1626
11.4805
11.2470
11.6345
6.9097
6.6058
6.1821
5.0712
4.8395
4.2158
11.2236
10.7238
9.3769
6.9809
6.2325
6.1180
6.2165
5.0864
4.8502
4.2228
11.2374
10.7425
9.3955
7.0032
6.2495
6.1276
8.3430

6.6407

11.1399
10.9331
11.1767
11.4923
11.2804
11.6778
6.9361

8.1384

7.9214

7.5314

%Gap

%Gap

2-stage Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

1

7.6221

5.6100

5.9802

6.5289

7.2885

9.4995

10.0153

4.0412

4.2279

4.5049

5.5182

7.0005

6.2642

9.8401

9.558

0

9.5197

10.021

9.8811

10.5011

9.1134

7.1923

7.9185

7.6013

7.8505

7.4544

%Gapbest

8.0925
8.0768
7.6605
8.0146
7.2337
9.1134
10.9970
10.7566
10.1569
9.7829
9.6171
10.3324
6.9940
7.1378
5.7026
4.5342
4.4075
4.2724
10.3845
9.6963
7.3619
6.9862
6.1303
5.8953
7.8891

%Gapavg

Matheuristic
CPU
Time (s)
957
1,240
1,448
1,827
1,932
1,591
872
865
1,108
1,652
1,932
1,970
959
1,173
1,456
1,480
2,061
2,235
742
1,006
1,399
1,344
1,945
1,898
1,462
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PD

1
2
3
4
5
6
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
2
19
20
21
22
23
24
Average

Ins

Table 10

14

7

14

7

βv

24,354,926
27,353,474
30,399,571
33,202,660
36,023,223
39,192,424
25,235,004
28,003,419
30,928,717
33,962,738
36,989,132
40,495,284
23,265,443
25,988,711
29,012,514
31,880,406
34,983,233
37,930,685
24,369,149
26,790,588
29,663,306
32,535,131
35,640,704
38,691,188

n = |T |

110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160
110
120
130
140
150
160

Z

Best
Known
22,486,021
25,213,230
27,962,228
30,669,979
33,459,828
36,201,643
22,505,335
25,218,222
28,051,359
30,739,327
33,501,090
36,222,028
21,825,595
24,327,951
27,365,778
30,397,997
33,472,003
36,557,853
21,891,503
24,327,830
27,399,951
30,407,695
33,483,066
36,561,312

LB

11.6952
9.1615
7.5938
6.8274
7.9791
10.1412

10.1671

8.4587
10.0000
9.6326
9.7551
12.3032
10.9709
14.9827
12.2233
14.8395
14.2965
16.1361
15.9224
8.4919
6.4642
5.7072
5.4253
6.0128
8.3411

%Gap

Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

The summary of computational results with |V | = 7

ILP
7.6736
8.3046
8.1197
8.1686
7.9710
8.1000

MILP
7.6617
8.2854
8.1080
8.1573
7.9636
8.0875
10.8078
10.5105
11.0144
9.4796
10.4046
10.8183
7.0620
7.7091
6.0336
5.0923
4.9089
4.3982
11.2558
10.9261
10.2209
8.3443
6.8120
6.0294
10.4170
10.8362
7.0849
7.7465
6.0743
5.1028
4.9251
4.4086
11.2827
10.9427
10.2309
8.3532
6.8314
6.0409
8.3531

9.4910

10.5164
11.0356

10.8170

%Gap

%Gap

2-stage Exact Method
(CPU = 3 hours)

9

7.5933

5.5048

6.0539

6.5389

7.6301

9.1926

10.1812

3.6193

4.3199

4.649

5.6760

6.3903

6.1888

10.5525

9.4299

10.0006

9.3032

9.9459

11.1304

7.6310

7.1160

7.6279

8.0177

7.8244

7.7132

%Gapbest

7.9500
7.9032
8.1496
7.9194
7.3193
7.7877
11.5442
10.5976
9.8662
10.0333
9.5912
10.8215
6.3458
6.4760
5.7976
4.8199
4.4144
3.7756
10.3641
9.3608
7.9579
6.6492
6.1513
5.7197
7.8048

%Gapavg

Matheuristic
CPU
Time (s)
832
1,196
1,413
1,667
2,007
2,251
851
1,059
1,063
1,644
1,923
2,270
955
1,166
1,418
1,671
1,986
2,323
678
860
1,397
1,608
1,933
2,232
1,517
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We also carried out additional computational experiments on several instances
(i.e. |V | = 6 with PD=0 and β =14; |V | = 7 with PD=0 and β =7). The 2-stage
exact method is executed much longer than in the previous experiments where in
the rst stage, the MILP problem is solved within 24 hours instead of 3 hours. For
a fair comparison, the results of the 2-stage exact method are compared with the
results of the proposed matheuristic method executed for a longer computational
time. Moreover, a minor revision on the matheuristic is applied where in Stages
1, 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1, the relaxed MILP and ILP problems are optimally
solved. The local searches are executed four times longer than in the previous
ones. Unfortunately, the exact method can be run up to 24 hours due to memory
issue. Table 11 presents the comparison of two methods when a problem is solved
within the same computational time. In the table, the %Gap is calculated based
on the value of lower bound (LB) obtained from the exact method run within 3
hours (Tables 810).
Similar to the previous results, Table 11 also reveals that the results of the
proposed matheuristic technique yields a better average %Gap than the 2-stage
exact method. The matheuristic method produces an average %Gap of 8.4584%
for the best results whereas the 2-stage exact method yields 8.7004%. According to
the table, the 2-stage exact method produces better solutions for the problem with
|V | = 7, PD=0 and β =7 when n = 110 and 140. In general, it can be concluded
that the proposed matheuristic method performs better than the 2-stage exact
method in term of the quality of solutions obtained and the computational time.
Table 11

The results using the long computational time

Instance N = |T |

|V | = 6

PD=0
β =14
|V | = 7

PD=0
β =7
Average

110
120
130
140
150
110
120
130
140
150

Best
Known
Z

25,146,763
27,935,302
30,930,425
33,911,538
37,049,104
24,319,719
27,117,654
30,031,733
32,855,777
36,003,037

2-stage Exact Method
(CPU = 24 hours)
%Gap

%Gap

MILP
10.6284
9.6015
10.3226
9.4886
10.3243
7.5287
7.8044
7.4701
6.6464
7.0730

ILP
10.6439
9.6057
10.3296
9.5004
10.3360
7.5400

7.8256
7.4881

6.6527

7.0824
8.7004

Matheuristic
%Gapbest
10.2575
9.5836
9.6755
9.4206
9.6406

7.8724
7.0228
6.8911

7.1565

7.0639
8.4584

%Gapavg

10.4487
10.2331
10.1136
9.4416
9.6884
8.1040
7.3089
7.1699
7.2274
7.1490
8.6885

CPU
Time (s)
2,891
3,709
4,705
6,335
7,177
3,472
6,837
6,953
13,190
26,481
8,175

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes an optimisation model for scheduling the decommissioning of
an oshore wind farm. A mathematical model using ILP is introduced to determine the optimal schedule in order to minimise the total cost involving jack-up
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vessel cost, barge vessel cost, inventory cost, processing cost and on-land transportation cost whilst considering several constraints such as the availability of
vessels and the planning delay. A matheuristic approach is also proposed to nd
solutions as the exact method (using CPLEX) experienced diculties to address
relatively large problems. Two datasets based on a wind farm site located in North
Sea (UK) are constructed for evaluating the performance of the proposed methods.
The computational experiments show that the proposed approaches produce good
results. The matheuristic method performs well and runs much faster than the
exact method. The matheuristic approach obtains the feasible solution in a reasonable computational time. In addition, this paper also provides a comprehensive
review on the decommissioning of an oshore wind farm relating to the process
and legislation, costs and managing waste and recycling.
The decommissioning model presented in this paper is forward looking in that
the dismantling of wind farms currently in operation or under construction is not
yet scheduled a number of years. Nevertheless, models such as the one developed
in this paper are essential in order to prepare for this future large scale operation.
They also provide more accurate estimates of the costing of this nal life cycle
stage of a wind farm in the presence of an optimised logistics strategy. There are,
of course, many possible technological enhancements and policy factors that could
alter the data presented in this paper. However, the general modelling framework
presented would still apply. The model could then be rerun with the new data
resulting from the technological improvement in order to provide a new best estimate of the future cost of decommissioning. One important issue raised in the
paper is that of a single or multiple repowering over the course of the wind farm
site lease period. If and when to repower is a relevant operations research decision
problem that deserves future consideration in the literature. It is now however
the focus of this paper, and we note that a repowering strategy will only delay
and not negate the need for our presented decommissioning model. In fact, the
output of our model could be seen as one input to a repowering decision model.
Furthermore, the output of our model could also be used interactively in wider
oshore wind farm supply chain and life cycle models.
The correct handling of weather related uncertainties is key to optimal planning
in all life cycle phases of an oshore wind farm. The weather cannot be considered
as a "planned delay" in our model as the time-frame is too long to know the weather
in any given slot accurately in advance. Therefore there are several strategies for
incorporating the weather into the model. The rst point is to schedule activities
in the summer period when the average weather is better and hence the chance of
disruption is minimised. The second is to use a retrospective analysis to see how
robust our proposed schedules are against actual weather in past periods. The third
is to use a form of Monte Carlo simulation to check how well the proposed schedules
perform against specic weather conditions generated from long term averages.
This latter method is in common with current industry practice. An optimisation
based extension of the methodology in this paper to consider uncertain weather
conditions via a technique such as robust optimization, stochastic programming
or multiple objective optimization with dierent objectives representing dierent
weather scenarios could be considered. This could be compared against current
Monte Carlo simulation practice.
The model and solution methodology presented have been developed specically for the case of the decommissioning of medium to large oshore wind farms,
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but there is no reason why they could not be adapted to deal with the removal of
other large oshore structures that consist of multiple components and are part
recyclable. The model can be extended to consider not only the total cost but also
the environmental impact. Therefore, it can be treated as a bi-objective problem
instead of a single objective problem which is more dicult to solve. The application of a compromise programming (CP) can be used to deal with such problem.
CP aims to select a solution from the set of ecient solutions based on a reasonable assumption that any decision maker nds a solution as close as possible to
the ideal point.

The research leading to these results has received funding from the
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(LEANWIND: Logistic Eciencies And Naval architecture for Wind Installations with Novel
Developments).
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